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THE DECAY OF Him TXMMRS.

Francis X. Lloyd.

I8TKODOCTIOS

So problem facing the Mine Manager is more insistent

than that of properly supporting the mine-roof . For this pur-

pose wood has been most extensively used, and would continue to

be, exceptional oases aside, if the supply of suitable timber

were certain to be forthcoming. The doubt of this has however

already compelled the attention to other means of structural

support such as concrete and steel. But at the present moment

there still remains, especially in newer countries, a large supply
of timber available, and here little or no thought is taken for

the future. Only in their older districts is the seriousness of

the problem beginning to make itself felt, as for example, in the

Eastern portion of Canada, with wfcich region we are here especially

concerned.

Speaking generally, the aspect of the question which

is usually thought of is that of obtaining a fresh supply either

for renewing old mine timbers, or for supporting new cuttings. It

seems on the other hand to be generally taken for granted that
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the loss of timbers in the mine from various causes suoh as

decay and breakage, is largely unavoidable, and must be charged

to the overhead account. At least practical operations are

conducted on some suoh assumption, the faot is however that the

loss from decay, and to some degree, from breakage, is 9 when

desirable, in large part susceptible of control, and it is to

this aspect of the problem, no less than to the amount of stand*

ing timber available, that the attention of mine owners and

managers might well, indeed should be, directed* this will be*

come at once apparent if the cause of much of the loss of timber

in the mine is made olear, namely, that chargeable to rotting,

or dry rot* It is the purpose of this paper to show that the

so-called dry-rot, or decay of mine timbers is the direct result

of the activity of living organisms, chiefly fungi, which are

able to grow in damp wood, and in doing so to destroy its sub*

stance, so that at the end there remains of the original wood

but a figment of no strength or consistence. One may safely

venture indeed to assert that no small part of breakage of mine

timbers because the result of unsuspected decay is avoidable.
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That this reaction between fungi and dry rot is a fact,

is not at once apparent to the observer on entering a mine.

Proceeding into the main haulage-ways from the shaft one sees,

it may be, an array of heavy, sometimes squared, timbers in

apparently good condition. It is relatively seldom that in

this part of a mine the presence of fungi is readily observed.

As one passes further into the mine, signs of breakage and rot

meet the eye, though the presence of fungi is not necessarily

obvious* Seme timbers may appear sound on the surface, but on

pricking are found to be more or less rotten beneath. In places

where there is more moisture from seepage, and in recesses in

the walls and in situations where there is no movement of air,

fungus may be eeen in amounts determined by local circumstances.

Where there is a good deal of timbering, as in wood-packs, cribb-

ing, bridging, especially when the bridges are used by animals,

the fungus will frequently be present in large quantities. In

the further recesses of a mine, and more particularly where e>

passage-way has remained unused and unventilated, where the

relative humidity and temperatures remain high, and where there

is little or no air-movement, the fungus reaches its most
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striking development (fig. I), Covering the props, walls, booms,

and any bit of wood which may lie about in even the walls, the

white growths spread like a pall. From the roof soft, f locculent

aasses of weird shapes hang, which a breath of dry air is often

sufficient to cause to wither and collapse.

The rotting of timber in a mine, unaccompanied by

ocular evidence of the presence of fungus, is Indeed a far more

widely distributed condition than is the recognisable fungus

itself. Indeed, a piece of timber may rot and entirely disin-

tegrate without any visible manifestation of fungus. It is

therefore a proposition demanding proof that the decay, and final

disintegration of mine timbers is the direct result of the

activity of fungus. The acceptance of this as true is fundamental

to the appreciation of any methods of preservation of mine timbers,

tKB JfATOTK Of tTHQES

The term "fungus 11 is generally used as a blanket tna

to include all the growths of the character above described. In

a technical sense, it comprehends all those vegetable organisms

a very large and varied group of which the mushrooms and toad*

stools are the most familiar examples. Ho less so are the

smaller blue and black moulds which are common on food. All
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fungi are devoid of the green colouring matter which charactttizos

vegetation in general, and this fact gives us the olue to their

character, namely, that they are able to grow in partial or total

darkness, and either feed upon dead organic matter derived from

animals or plants, or live as parasites on the living. Many

forms have the power of adapting themselves to both the living

and the dead, but in all oases, the growth of the fungi is always

at the expense of organic matter, as food, already on hand.

Of the great variety of forms, those which interest us

here are the many kinds which find their food in wood or other

vegetable matter. Some (mycorrhical forms, as, for example, the

Indian Pipe) grow in an intimate nutritive relation with other

living plants, their growing parts being indissolubly joined with

the finer roots of many plants, including trees, etc. An over-

turning of the mold of the forest floor will discover the

presence of these and similar forms in white or yellow threads

found weaving in and out among dead leaves and twigs* Still otheri

find their necessary conditions in the wood of living trees,

shrubs, etc., and oven show marked preferences and limitations as

to the kind of wood, being confined not only to the wood of a

certain plant, but to either the sap-wood or heart wood. More





eclectic kinds may find & common home in woods of coniferous

trees, or in those of hardwoods, while still others oan adjust

themselves to both groups* And atill again, there are forms

which grow on the wood of living trees and continue to flourish

after the infested individual has succumbed.

All the varieties of fungi which interest us here

are easily recognisable as a class, disregarding its hetero-

geneous character botanioally speaking, by the so-called fruit-

bodies, that is to say, those parts which produce the mechanisms

(spores) by which the fungus is disseminated and propagated.

These parts are commonly known as toadstools, punks or bracket*

fungi (fig*?). It will be worth while to sketch at this point

the course of development of a fungus, leading up to the pro*

duction of the toadstool, and for this purpose no better illus-

trative material oan be had than the common edible mushroom.

A mushroom11 consists of an umbrella- shaped head set

upon a cylindrical stalk (fig* 2), The under part of the head

is broken up into a lot of radiating plates or ffjLllg which are

pinkish at first, but grow darker with maturity. The deepening

numbers. Theae, when fully ripened, are expelled from the

Buller, A.H.R. Researches on Hymenomycetes, Longmans, Green
& Co.





surface of the gills (fig* 5) *nd nay be carried away by the

merest breath of air, to find by chance a place suitable for

growth, one supplying some moisture, a favorable temperature,

and food-materials available for development The spores are so

small that they may be seen singly only with the aid of a micro-

scope, they may however be readily observed en masse by laying

a mushroom or toadstool with the gills down, on a piece of paper

over night, in the morning a "spore-print" will be obtained in

a pattern determined by the arrangement and number ef gills, or

whatever structure may obtain in the head. Millions of spores

go to make up suoh a spore-print, A spore, on germination,

(fig* 3) after the fashion of a germinating seed, sends out a

minute tube-like structure, whioh by lengthening and branching,

grows into a web of fine and extremely delicate threads (hyphae)

which eventually by virtue of their numbers and intimate associ-

ation, combine into three more or leas compact e triads (mycelium)

ig 4, or, it may be, lumpe of various compactness. The tubes

whioh emerge from the spores are too minute for ready visibility

singly, but become apparent to the eye when massed* The growth

of the ssyceliua, possible only in the presence of food materials,

is, however, independent of light, so that mushrooms are usually

grown in cellars, or oavee, where there is little or no light.





then the mycelium reaches an abundant development, little white

balls begin to -ippear and these gradually develop into the

fruit-bodies (fig* 2), the familiar mushrooms of the market-place.

If one of these is examined by tearing apart the stalk(which will

be found to split lengthwise quite readily) the conpoaent hyphal

threads may be seen. The ends of the hyphae are to be found in

the sitperfioial layers of the gills, where some of them produce

a somewhat bladder*like end bearing minute projections, each of

which produces a single spore (fig3) **** fruit-body can be

formed only under somewhat restricted conditions, as compared

with those under which the mycelium may grow, in many oases light

being necessary for the former, while unnecessary for the myceliun

This is the reason, in part at least, why the mycelium of fungi

is very abundant in mines while the corresponding frtsit bodies ari

relatively seldom found* Some species oan however, in spite of

the continuous darkness, produce the fruit-bodies, and these, in

turn, spores, though the fruit-bodies betray some abnormalities

of shape and colour, while the spores may not be as abundant at

under more normal conditions. Aa esaeatially complete idea of

the group of organisms represented by the mushroom may be had

by adding only the observation that the colour, shape, size and

structvtre of the fruit-bodies are quite various. The acre impor-

tant departures from the type which we have considered are to be
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seen in the absence of the stalk, when the fruit*body grows

directly out from the sub* stratum, after the manner of bracket

fungi (fig. 5), and in the presence of cylindrical or irregular

pores or teeth, in place of the gills, the under or hymeneal

surface of a fruit-body may appear then as made up of short and

irregular gills, or an irregular mesh-work, as if the gills had

run together, or regularly, deeply and finely pitted (in the

pore-fungi). The investigator who finds it necessary to deter*

mine the species of fungus under observation must almost in*

variably have the fruit-body at his disposal, since the characters

needed for identification are supplied by it. From our present

point of view, the mycelium is of greatest interest and impor-

tance, since it is the tayoelitsa, ^hich during its growth makes

use oi wood as iood t which, in using, it destroys. In a very

real sense, the aayceliuai may be regarded as a growing and very

active stomach turned inside out, digesting the ds which lie

in its path, and converting them into its own substance. Just

as the stomach and other parts of the digestive tract secrete

ferments which digest the food taken, so the Mycelium secretes

similar ferments which behave in the same manner. The fungus

mycelium has an advantage however in th*t the ferments secreted

are, in many la stances at any rate, capable of digesting





cellules* and other associated substances which are entirely

Indigestible in the human stomach t and it ia thie that enables

such fungi to destroy wood. If thia be the case, it i obvious

that it is only uader conditions which permit the zcyceliuai to

lire and grow that the rotting of wood can take plao* unless

the rotting in question is due to other causes. In order that

a fungus yoeliu may live, a certain amount of moisture i

necessary ae a working minimum, the amount namely which way be

found in air-aoiet wood, though the majority require more, to-

gether with air and food. Wood that ie eubmer*d in water, or tha

ia constantly wet to saturation, ie unsuitable, %nd for thia

reason auoh wood remains inaauae for unlimited periods. The

writer has found perfectly preserved aad sound wood hundreds if

not thousands of years old, on the Pacific coast buried in tide-

luid swamps, which had later become filled with mlluriua. Sound

piles, due to aubmersal below the water table, are well known

to every observer of suh matters. Piles under wharves have

beeu known to rot ae the result of fungus activity above the

water surface, but have remained perfectly sound belaw the water

surface. One finds, in mines, timbers many years old, and

partially if not entirely sound, due to excess of water derived
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from seepage. For example, in the "Hub* mine (Dominion Coal

Company 1 * Mine Ho, 7 Olace Bay, H*3) .props were pointed out

in abandoned rooms which were said to be thirty years old and

till Bound, or, ia most cases, with a *bone* in the core*

These timbers were very wet, and this fact sufficiently explains

their relative immunity from decay except at the surfaces ex*

posed to evaporation, whereby the moisture is reduced. These

facts of themselves constitute evidence that the rotting of

timbers is due to the activities of living fungi. Bacteria are

known which can, like the fungi, attack cellulose, and which

nay therefore on examination be found to cooperate, but whether

they do so or not whatever inferences may be drawn regarding the

preservation of timber are equally pertinent*

In order that it may be made quite clear that fungi

are responsible for the destruction of wood, the mode of disin-

tegration of the wood must be followed, both from the mechanical

point of view as from the chemical* The physical and the chemical

structure of wood must therefore be understood,

food as a structure. There are so many kinds of wood

and these show such a large variety of structure that it is

neither possible nor pro! liable to attempt anything more than a





particular description applicable to the woods zoo at used in

mines, especially in the Maritime region. 'iheee are chiefly

derived from the coniferous tree* Biaok and Bed Spruce (Pioea.

rubra.) and Balsam 3Tir ( \bieu balfysfa) . Yellow

birch (Betula foiflea) has been uoed to some extent, %nd what ie

said "below may be taken a true of this or other hardwood

have bea ued Georgia

probably ome of tue clo&ely related epeoiee have ^leo beim

, especially a large squared timbers fer the support of

roofs of wide spread*

Weed ie composed of minute, usually aticrofccopioally

winute, tubes, closed at both eads, and ruaaiag lengthwist with

respect to the a&is of the tree (fig*?). A perfectly adequate

aotion of the sise oi thase tubes aay be obtained by exaaialog

the torn edge of a pieoe of woodpulp paper * aewspaper or

paper towalling * either with the naked eye or with the micro-

scope* These tubes or libers, are the wood*oells or strings of

adhereut cells, Traversing the wood in a radial direction

ans the medullary rays, bundles of cells, which on account of

their dimensions may not be termed fibers, taa which ws shall

call *ay<*Gell*(Sig* 7)

Saving regard to the walls of these fibers and ray

dells, we note first that their thickness differs materially in





various regions oi the wood, according to the time of the year

in which it was formed (fig,7). The ring structure seen on

the end of a log is due to the differences in question. The

wood that develops in the earlier part of the growing season

is thin*walled, the so*called spring-wood, while that which

grows later becomes increasingly thicker-walled{ summer-wood),

the caliber of the total tube and of the bore being lees. The

WBner wood is, in consequence, denser and stronger, because of

the greater amount of material per unit of volume, and, it

contributes largely therefore to the strength of the timber.

Openings of tubular form usually occur, these being the so*

called resin ducts, ihea present they are scattered, but in

somewhat regular fashion* In this discussion we need not eon*

sidar these further* It is necessary to emphasise the fact

however, that the wood fibers are glased tubee* %fre,re is no^

eairuiae l^|o tuoir jyflteri^ra aave by remoYai QI a aart of ^bte

wall, There are indeed tain areas (bordered pits) of various

forms, (fig. ?, b and a) but of rraarjcable regularity in shape

in the coniferous woods* Tney are ciyouiar,bordsrd around

each face by an overhanging projection of the wall of each

aaj.ioa.it cell or fiber, nad thiakeaed in tna center to fora a

button Bouewhat larger than the opeaiag formed by the overhanging





wall. The illustrations (figures 7, 8 and 9) will ake the

character of these bordered pite clear, it being only necessary

to emphasize again that, thin though the membrane separating

the adjoining cells may be, there are normally no openings.

The pits occurring between the fibers and the ray cells differ

somewhat in shape, but essentially consist of the same structure,

namely, of a thin membrane separating the internal spaces of

neighbouring cells surrounded by the edging of thicker wall.

WOOD COS3ISSBBD CHKHXCALLT

In the trees which we are considering, the new wood,

that is, the accretion of each growing season, is laid down just

beneath the bark. The walls of the cells when first formed are

exceedingly thin and delicate. As they age, new material (the

secondary wall) is laid down on the inside surfaces of the first

formed walls, so that these become thicker, and reduce the capa-

city of the interior* The primary walla which consist of pectose,

differ chemically from the secondary walls which are of cellulose,

pure at first, but soon receiving an admixture of other sub*

stances (lignin, especially). After some years, the length of

time depending on the species, additional substances are to be

found and these giro a characteristic colour to the inner zone of

wood, the so-called heart wood, and in many oases (aa e.g. tannin,

resin) contribute to its durability.
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The sap-woo* it richer also in other materials than

those constituting the cell-wall, namely in starch, sugar and

albuminous materials, which, together with those of the cell-

wall proper, are highly organized carbon compounds which may

be used as food by various organisms including fungi. The

well-established fact to be recognized in this connection is

that cellulose and staroh (a well-known food) are ohemioally

similar, and both can be made to yield sugars. It has also been

prored that another substance occurring in wood, namely hadromal,

oan be made use of in the same way. One ef the most striking

facts emerging from the study of the changes in wood brought

about by certain fungi is that the substance or substances other

than cellulose first disappear, leaving only the pure cellulose,

this then, in turn, undergoing change. The process of building

tip the cell-wall is therefore, through the activity of these

particular fungi, precisely reversed. Contrariwise, other fungi

first remove the celluloses leaving an exceedingly friable,

somewhat shrunken skeleton, which very readily crumbles (fig. 12,

13a).

Because of the richer food content of the sap wood,

and because of the more refractive character of the heart wood,

the sap-wood generally decays more readily, and therefore





disappears more rapidly, thin the heart-wood. In forests one

may commonly obeerre a log lying on the ground with the heart-

wood sound and the sap-wood almost or entirely disintegrated.

This faot furnishes the reasons for certain details la the for-

mulation of specifications of structural timbers, the failure

of which, through dry-rot, would prejudice buildings.

Some idea of the difference la the chemical nature

of the first formed and later formed walls may be obtained by a

simple experiment. A rery small splinter of wood - a piece of

a toothpick for example * is placed in a rial, and Just covered

with a strong solution of chromic acid. After two or three
^

hours the rial is filled with water, thus diluting the chromic

acid, and then well shaken, when the wood will appear to hare

dissolYed. Jbcaminatioa will show that it has merely been broken

up into its component fibers by the solution of the original

thin primary walls, the other, (secondary) walls regaining

practically unaffected (fig* 11)

HUE DSBCAY OF WOOD

That wood remains perfectly sound when dry, and

specially that it does so when kept saturated, are facts which

indicate the necessity of special conditions that decay may ensue,
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The history of the question shows that, "before these special

conditions were understood, the opinion was held that the decay

of wood was, so to speak, spontaneous, or at least not chargeable

to organisms.**

Only sinoe as late a date as 1878 has the evidence been

properly understood. Accurate and comprehensive observation with

the microscope has been largely responsible for this result, while

experimental evidence of various kinds has furnished conclusive

proofs, the chief points of evidence may be tuasaariaed a* follows:

1- Decayed wood invariably reveals on microscopic exami-

nation evidence of the presence (either previously or at the time)

of fungi within the cells (figs. 8, 10 * 13). Inasmuch as the

cells are completely closed, this means of course that the fungal

threads, (hyphae) must have perforated the walls (figs.9-11). So

vigorously say this take plaoe that the spaces enclosed within

the end walls become packed by fungus* threads (fig. 8).

2* The weight ef the facts Just stated as evidence depend*

on their invariableness. IS may however still be argued that

A brief historical sketch of the development of our
knowledge can be found in SCI&SCE PROGRESS, &. 11,
January 1909 "The Destruction of Wood by tfungi, by
Prof * A..H.Reginald Buller, of the University of Manitoba.
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decay , meaning some alteration of the chemical nature of nood

from the normal, is a requisite condition for the entrance of

fungi, but caused otherwise. This objection may be met by the

finding that this change from the normal may be brought about

under direct observation by applying the Juice* extracted from

the fungi to unaltered wood and finding that the sane result*

namely decay, can be brought about* This amounts to the sane

thing as taking the gastric juices of the stomach or saliva

from the mouth and causing therewith the digestion ef certain

foods outside the human body* The Juioes from fungi hare been

found to contain a number of active digestive principles or

ferments, which are specific in their action with regard to the

various food substances. Prof eeaor Buller has found at least

eight of these, and evidences of still more in * common tree*

infesting fungus* fo lv^ort|ff jquftntfit Other students, includ-

ing Csapek and von Schrenck, hare also found the sane or similar

substances* Of specifio interest among these are the ferment

eytase, which can destroy oellulose, leaving behind the other

substances which occur in the cell wall as a sort of skeleton,

which upon the application of a little pressure crumbles into

dust; (figs* 12 and 13) and another, hadromase, according to

Caapek, which removes all but the cellulose.which then becomes





open to attack (fig. 8). Beeay~causing fungi aiffer greatly

among thsraselve* in the Banner of attack, speaking chemically

but the end result is practically the same * the lose of sub-

stance and therefore strength*

3- When the preceding facts are coupled with the details

of behaviour on the part of the fungus- threads when found in

the wood cello, the evidence beoomasconclusive. If wood whioh

is beginning to be attacked is examined tinder the microscope,

nd the appropriate chemical tests are applied it can be shown,

first, that holes of various sizes (figs. 9, IX) are made by

individual fungus* threads, *nd secondly, that the chemical

character of the walls is altered where such holes are formed

and nowhere else, for the ti^e being. Ultimately, of course,

with the accumulation of the .isycelium, the whole substance of

tli* walls is altered*

4* When decayed wood is placed under suitable conditions*

the mycelium responsible will develop the fruit-body characterise

tic of the species. la the forest theee fruit forms are very

common, either on the still living trees, or on dead ones or

fallen logs. In mines, especially on timber ishich has been in

the mine for some time, the fruit-bodies are scarce. They are

more frequent on timbers newly introduced, %d may be found on
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very old ones In parts of the mine where work has been discon-

tinued and ventilation has been poor, \ number of specimen*

representing several species have been found, including

Polyporus balaameus* (Peck) (figs. 5 * 6)t frame tea

(Fries.) (fig. 6), Herulius Vioryman^ (Wulf) Soham, 3 mix Of

them well known to be active wood-destroyers, belonging to the

group embracing the pore-fungi (Folyporaceae).

from the present point of view the interest in these

facts lies in the knowledge that several species are responsible

and that the manner of decay of wood is not the same for many

of the different kinds of fungi, the course ef both chemical

change and of the visible sequence of events being suffioiently

distinct so that the species responsible oan in a number of veil

understood oases be recognised without recourse to the fruit-

body. The responsible species ae euoh therefore are of more

than academic interest, since the well versed student may be

able to say that the decay of oertain wood io not only the

result of fungous activity, but of that of a particular kind of

Collected by the writer in Mine Ho. 2. Dominion Coal Co.,
31aoe Bay, and by F.*.&oIeo<3L elsewhere* this species showed
some degree of abnormality in form and color.

2
Common in several mines. (Glace Bay, Springhill)

^Collected by Mr. f. D.Matthews, Springhill Mines.





5- More conclusive atill is the fact that decay may be

caused in wood which has been so thoroughly sterilized ae to

kill any trace of germ or fungus life. To accomplish this it

is necessary only to imitate natural conditions by infecting

pieoes of sterilised wood with a bit of mycelium or with the

spores of an appropriate fungus, otherwise keeping the wood free

from infection. Sterile wood not so infected will remain sound,

while the infected material will decay. There are, it is true,

some difficulties involved in the germination of spores, but

these have been overcome in a number of instances* Such diffi-

culties are however quite special in their nature, having to do

with the resistance of the spores to ordinary conditions. It

has been found, for example, that certain organic acids in rather

definite concentrations and at oertain optimum temperatures, are

required for the beat germination of spores of seme well-known

species. Analogous conditions obtain for ordinary seeds, whioh

in some eases will germinate only after very special conditions

have paved the way. The experiment however is equally convinoing

and significant when the mycelium is used, so far ae proof that

decay is caused by fungi it demanded*

If we now assume that the evidence that fungi are

respoasible for the decay or rotting of wood is sufficiently
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clear, we may pass on to trace the course of events uihioh

culminates in the lowering of the qrality of timber both befor*

and after it enters the mine.

THE BMJAY OF TIMBER BMI13 II TH1 fOHBSt

The original source of infection of the timber used

in the mines la in the forest* Bvery tree has its enemies,

animal as well at vegetable, It may be mentioned in passing

that, among these, insects which burrow into the wood cause"

great damage, both directly, by weakening and eventually

practically destroying it, by means of their tturatlliasj and

ladirectly by allowing the aioro rapid (%nd easy iagress of fungi,

fhese insdote are invariably carried into the nines in infested

wood, and they continue their work in their new onvironmant.

Of the Ions of timber from various oasaos in the anthracite

mines of Pennsylvania, 10# had been estimated to be due to the

mines, and their presrade is recognized as responsible for

considerable lose, though precisely hew much is not at all easy

to determine. Oae iaeeot, a small brown beetle (Hyoejftla...hirta*

Harshal, or fic.yg^ a^e^a. qifl?r\eyy.Mi:E & b* i o ius ) identified by

tr*8.Dept. Agriculture,Foreat Service Cir. Ill, 190?.
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Dr. ..\.3wart f is ocisr.on in &ova Scotia wines, feeds on fvmgus

both in the larval and mature condition, in cellars, caves, and

mines, and is harmless except as a possible agent in distributing

spores*

At the present moatent, however, and probably generally,

the most potent enemies by far are the fungi* Bet only has every

tree its fungal enemies, but probably every tree is more or less

infected. This happens because the spores, or *genas* are pro-

duced in such immense numbers that every time at tree becomes

wounded, through the breaking off of a branch, or the boring of

an inseot, or by wind* shaking, frost-craoking, or otherwise,

little time olapsoo except in winter, before sports find their

way into the wound and are ready to grow and form lesions. Ho

particular study has yet been made of the condition of our

JCastern forests with special reference to the number and extent

of the various diseases of standing timber due to fungi, but

there can be no doubt that not a small percentage of the living

treos of red %nd black spruce and fir are more or lets affected.

The writer personally examined a car of fresh timber which

happened to be lying on a siding at Sydney, N.3. The load was

composed of props 'ind booms* It was possible to inspect the

pieces only at one end at a time* Of 90 props, 14 were decayed.





At the oppoalte end 20 of the 90 ahowod decay, BO that fully

rougfcly epe&king, were partly decayed, probably as standing timber

Of r.bout 90 booK8, 18 were decayed at one end, in some instances

the decay extending throughout the length of the boom. At least

three ferns of decay could be recognised. There were at least

two he*rt-rots, and out sap-rot, the former being limited more or

leas sharply to the heart of the tree, the other occurring in the

sap-wood. The most oosason and apparently the ens responsible

for the greatest amount of loss ws>s a heart rot which caused a

browning mad shrinkage of the faeartwood. The brown area, as

seen in the out end of the timber, was surrounded by a zone of

lirit red discoloration, indicating the arcgisn of moat recent

activity on the part of the fungus* the second heart-rot was

characterized by the occurrence of email decayed holes. The sap

rot was indicated by a 4ark brown oolcratioa, the outlines of

which were roughly radial in position, apparently explained by a

more rapid penetration of the fungus along t'io lines of the ray-

cells. These are mentioned particularly, for the reason that

they were actually observable, and because the amount of timber

which was measurably affected could be estimitfd. Such timber is

distinctly below value as measured by strength tests and while

undoubtedly useful, the fact that it is of lower v^lue than sound

24*





timber must be recognized. There may be reasons why mining

companies would not look with favor on a system of grading

which would segregate sound and affected timber, but if it

turns out that it will be good econosjy to trestt timbers which

are to be used in permanent work in mines, it will surely be

better economy to treat only sound timbers, and to use unsound

timber where it will serve its turn, and then be left to its

fate*

JWSILIIK3 ffKBSI? TXfcW

There can be 120 question that the problem of the mo si

economical and intelligent use of timber must, in view of the

asore facts, be begun in the forest* the handling of the timber

axter the tree is felled is therefore the first trouble. The

practice of felling timber in winter is sound in principle,

since the generally frozen condition of the fruit-bodies in

ixBfcii is a distinct measure el protection* The presence of

living ayceiiufia in the wood is however a guarantee that the

fuo&ua will bwoome active again as soon as favorable temperatures

prevail. This being the ease, the quicker fallen timber is

dried out, and the arier it is kept the better. Among the

measures rhioh 1'avour the drying out of timber is the removal of

bark* the reasons for this ars as follows:
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1- The bark is undoubtedly a resting place of numerous

spores, which are carried with the timber and which say at any

time germinate*

2- The region of the wood Just beneath the bark is

peculiarly a good ground for the beginning of decay. It it

highly sappy, and contains relatively sort nutrient materials

than any other portion of the tret trunk* With normal

temperatures in a very short time the whole layer of material

below the bark becomes completely infested with fungus mycelium,

aided in its attack by the borings of bark beetles, which quickly

enter logs covered with bark*

3- The bark prtrents the drying out of the stiok very

effectually, permitting the deeper attaok of the fungus and

prejudicing the whole, especially if it be already infected*

STACKING TIMBER IH YARDS

At the supply of timbers is brought to the mines, it

accumulates. This is necessary to insure a constant supply at

needed during periods when there is no cutting. At a central

station from which deliveries are made to the heads of several

mines very large supplies are to be found. The question of

space and of ease of handling have led to the present method of
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handling, which consists in making large stacks by piling the

timbers horizontally and building up to a peak, the stacks

lying parallel to eaoh other (fig. 14). It happens in practice

that the lowermost layers often lie for a long time, possibly

some years in instances before removal. Taking this method,

coupled with the fact that the timbers are covered with their

bark, and one could hardly devise a better means of encouraging

the growth of fungi. Timber already infected serves as an

immediate source for the further infection of sound timbers

which?, rapidly proceed to decay. The writer has examined the

stacks in a large yard with a view to seeing what the actual

result of these conditions were, and it was found that practi-

cally every stick of timber in some stacks was more or less

rotted. In the course of & couple of hours, fully a dozen and

more kinds of fungi were found, growing luxuriantly and pro*

duoing fruit bodies in large numbers* According to the testimony

of mining men timber handled in this way is useless for their

purposes after three or four years, while half that length of

time is sufficient to materially reduce its quality* There can

be no doubt of the truth of this opinion, and there is as little

doubt that the explanation lies in the decay of the timbers

caused by fungi. How far the peeling of timbers, assuming the
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use of the present methods of stacking, lack of grading, and of

protection from the weather, would arrest this decay, and

whether the difference would show on the balance sheet under

the present economic conditions and practice the writer cannot

pretend to say. It has been found by experiments that unpeeled

timbers, though piled only 3 to 5 tiers deep developed fungus

fruiting bodies in considerable numbers, while peeled timbers

dried very much more rapidly than infected,
1 With a greater

stringency of conditions, and with a continued demand for sound

timber for permanent work, it would seem that the problem must

sooner or later be met.

CONDITIONS *mil8 TES MIH2

The work of destruction begun in the forest, and

progressing both by decay and reinfection in the stack-yard, is

continued in the mine* Xt is perhaps somewhat more than

apropos to say that it is carrying coals to Newcastle to tell a

miner that the conditions in ooal mines are such as to foster

decay* lievertheless it may not be wholly beside the point to

indicate the experiences and opinions of expert students of

TC. W.Stevens, Forest Products Lab.





mining conditions elsewhere, both as to the life of timber and

the cause of decay.

la Colorado 1 it has been found that the timbers in the

coal mines had an average life of four years, tinder conditions

of poor ventilation, the minimum average life of one and one-

half years obtains, which is lengthened to 8 years where the

ventilation was good. Under exceptional conditions, they last

10 to 2? years, according to the species used. In metal mines

where however considerably larger sizes of timbers are used,

the average life is 8 years, under poor ventilation 2 years.

When constantly wet, the exceptional life of 15 to 40 years is

reported. The exceptional length of life in the above mentioned

oases is due according to all opinions to this constant wetness,

approaching saturation, together with the presenoe, in the water

of " sulphuric acid* or "copper and arsenic 11

, substances which are

inimical to fungi* Decay is always more rapid in the return air,

the life of the timbers in the intake air being "fully four times

as long 11 as for timbers in the return. Peeled and seasoned

timber is reported as being three times as efficient in length of

life as when unpeeled and unseasoned.

*tJ,S..Dept. Agriculture, Forest Service Bulletin 77.
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In Illinois the life of mine timbers is reported as

follows:

In District Ho.l, 2 to 4 years; in District Ho. 4,

2 to 3 years, but exceptionally 10 years; in District Ho.7 f

20 mouths; and in District Mo. 8, 18 months. This record of

brevity of life is attributed in District Ho.l, to the high

temperature of the return air, this being "very favorable to

fungus growth 11

, and in District Mo. 8, to the "high relative

humidity of air la the return and the constant temperature of

about 6J degrees* being "very favorable to spore growth". Ho

contrary explanation is offered in regard to other districts,

and it is clear that the decay is referred to fungus activity.

Little attempt has been made to offset this unnecessary loss as

yet, though one instance affords the result that treated timbers

in the return have been in place for three years without showing

any sign of decay,
i

Inquiries made with special regard to the life of

timber in the mines of Sova Scotia has brought to light the

following opinions, stated as such in the absence of written

District Ho.l, long-wall mine. Illinois Coal Mining Invest.
Bulletins l-13,tJniv. of 111.
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records. They may be taken as quite approximately accurate,

since they are of those who are at once experienced mining men

and accurate observers.

Relating to the larger sizes of spruce only (8*10 inches

in diameter at snail end, 8*16 feet long), in some instances the

timber has been in use for 12 years, in others not more than two

years. "In intake airways the life will average fire years, in

return airways not more than 3 years." Under certain conditions

timbers lose 50$ of their strength in a year, while large spruce

timbers, apparetitly under favorable conditions, "in an airway*

have been known to last for 20 years and to be good for five

years more. "Fir, Red Spruce, Var (Var * ?ir) or Hemlock

would not have stood half the ti*ne* 4,gmin, "when sine is damp

and temperature even, black spruce will last 6*10 years, red

spruce 4-6 years, and var 3*5 years*. "Timber in return air

rotsmuch quicker, while when kept wet they last longer*.
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timbers in the Caledonia Hine (No. 4, Dominion Coal Co.) which

were treated with creosote "by Supt. Alex McDonald 10 yearsago

in the laudable spirit of experiment. "Brush treatment with

creosote and boiling the boom* for periods of 12, 24, 36 and

48 hours in a sack and creosote bath* were employed. The

booms were placed in the return travelling way. The results

are to-day unequivocal. The great majority of the treated

timbers, though they had not been handled by present day

approved methods, and further were interspersed with untreated

timber, being fully exposed to contamination by fungus of all

the years since their emplacement, are sound and touch, the

fiber having snap and luster*

We may now summarise the conditions found in coal

mines which bear on the decay of timbers*

HtmiDITY

The amount of water vapour in the air in coal-mines

is nearly always high. It varies however with the location.

The intake air varies with the outside conditions, but by the

time it travels to the return it has taken up moisture

sufficient to raise it considerably. In a typical long-wall mine

in Illinois the return air showed a relative humidity of 8
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while that in the return of a room and pillar mine was 91-'
This mean* that the moving air takes up water from the mine aur

faces, frequently to the detriment of safety by drying the dust

and thus increasing the danger of explosions* J'or this reason

means of humidii ication must often toe used. In a word, a high

relative humidity is a fixed and necessary condition.

In consequence of the change in vapour tension, the

evaporating power of the air falls as it travels and the amount oJ

water extracted from the timbers becomes lees and less. These

oonditions become more marked the slower the air movement, and

reach their maximum expression in those places from which air

movement is excluded. It is furthermore the general rule that

not only the amount of actual decay but of the external and

visible expressions of the agents of decay, i.e. "fungus", are

most in evidence where the air i&ovt&ent is least* So closely

correlated are air movement and the visible evidences mentioned

that it is a very common observation to note that, in a return

current, the side of a boom exposed to the impact of the air,

that is the weather side, will appear and may even be sound and

dry on the surface, while the lee side will be coated with fungus

mycelium. The whole interior of the boom may be moist, and more

H'.S.Dept.Int. Bur. Vines, Bull. 83, 1914.
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or 1*08 disintegrated according to age. Where there is no air

aevement, the surfaces of the timbers will be moist, or even vet

according to circumstances, and, when not too wet, there will be

found the luxuriant white outgrowths familiar to every miner.

It is quite proper to state therefore, that the superficial

growth of fungus is by no means the index of the presence of the

fungus in the wood, since it occurs only where the air movements

drop down sufficiently to permit their development external to

the wood itself. This accord* with what wt know of the behaviour

of plants in general. In arid regions the forms of plants are

gener -lly such as result from reduction of their air- exposed

surfaces, being thus a resultant of the forces of growth and of

evaporation, which limits growth* On the other hind, the

distribution of fungus in the timbers is vastly more wide, and

cannot be determined merely by ascertaining the relative humidity

or air movement. True, timbers last longer in the intake than in

the return, but the maximum life is in any ease limited too

greatly*

This is due to the important fact that the jibbers

pick UP their moiBtiire froro coact wih he mine faces. Wherever
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contact, there will be moisture, and there the fungus may start

to grow, 11 not already started within the timber to begin with.

It may thus happen, and very frequently does so, that the ends

of a timber may be completely decayed and give way under its

load, long before it is affected elsewhere. When a boom Is

stiffened by means of wire cable passing along the lower surface

and bent around the end, the final giving way is frequently

due to the soitening of the enas of the timber by decay. In

such oases it seems very clear that if it pays to use wirs cable

in this way, it would also pay to increase its duration of
\

elf ectiveness by preservative treatment of the wood itself*

It seeas therefore safe to assert that |he limiting

lac tor of the groarth qf .fungus in rslns tirtfofrs is not the

relative humidity of the air, since this is, throughout the

amah greater extent of the mine, never low enough to offset the

ability of the timber to pick up moisture fros points of contact;

but rather t
h t jfflgunt of w^er In the wqod. But this with few

exceptions is great enough to allow the growth of fungi*

Certain conditions militate against the growth of

lungi however, namely, too much water, and water in various

amounts Containing chemicals in solution. Of these, copper and

iron (?) compounds, and arsenic and alum are regarded as having
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deterrent effects, and with good reason. A freestone or coal roof

is, in the opinion of some experienced miners more favorable to

timber than a fireolay or limestone roof. Calcium salts are com-

bined with oxalic aoid within the body of the fungi to form cal-

cium oxalate, of universal occurrence in these organisms. The

total effect of these various conditions may be great locally,

but, so far as the writer's observations go, they are not effec-

tive generally enough to warrant any qualification of the general

conclusions of this paper. It would be much easier and safer to

allow for well understood exceptions in practice, than to over-

estimate their effectiveness.

TKKPER&T0RX

In view of the above statement in regard to the source

of sioisture and the limited ability of the air moving in a mine

to reduce the moisture content of the timber below the danger

point of infection and fungus growth, the temperature relations

become of very great signif icaace, for the reason that the activ-

ity of fuogi, as of other organises, increases in auoh relation to

increase of temperature that the raising of the temperature 10*0.

(within the normal limits) causes growth, among other activities,

to be doubled or trebled* WL*Balls found that a certain

( Temperature and Growth \anals of Botany 83: 557.1908)
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parasitic fungus behaved in this manner at temperatures not

higher than 30*C. and for a rise of 10C (17 to 27C). a three,

and even four-fold increase for a green plant growing in darkness.

The temperatures of the intake, like the relative

humidity, vary with external conditions* Again referring to

the data gathered in Illinois, it is recorded that, with an

annual variation of temperature from 39 *^ to 77*$ the return

air was 73** to 79*^ in a long wall mine, and 67*69 in a room

and pillar mine. There is therefore a temperature gradient, as

there is a humidity gradient, increasing from intake to return

exit. Granted the presence of fungi, their activity, assuming

that water is not a limiting factor, will increase very greatly

during a greater portion of the year. During the summer months,

their activity will be greater in the intake th%n in the

winter, and this activity, if affected at all by moisture con*

ditions as determined by the intake air, will be still greater.
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Outside of the limits of the moving column of air, the temperature

rise still more, forming literally a hot-bed for fungus growth.

The growing fungus itself gives off heat, so that a rapidly

decaying timber will show, under oareful measurement, a higher

temperature than that of the surrounding air.

THB ATMOSPHERES OP HIHB3

The air of coal mines is not "pure*! as is well known.

Methan (fire-damp, CK^J , Carbon dioxide (black-damp, C02 ) and

Carbon monoxide (white damp, CO} occur in varying quantities.

Of these, the last named is highly poisonous to organisms, and

its presence in small amounts is sufficient to prevent the

growth of fungi* Timbers in *a section that had air mixed with

white damp were as sound after years as when the place was

olosed up". There can be no doubt that the explanation of this

is found in the intolerance of fungi for the gas in question,

since other plants have been found to be very readily affected

pathologically by small dosages of it. Its extremely poisonous

quality to animals and man are too well known to comment upon.

The other two gases, methane and carbon dioxide are in different

case. Methan is inoouous. It occurs normally in father large

concentrations in the digestive tracts of herbivores as the
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product of the fermentation of cellulose. As long as the tensions

of the remaining gases of the atmosphere are sufficiently near

the normal, it can hare no deleterious effect*

Carbon dioxide, however, "becomes poisonous "beyond

certain concentrations, which, nevertheless are rather high, and

probably much higher for fungi than for green plants* The latter

are ultimately injured by tensions higher than four or five pr

cent, but up to that point they can thrive in it, the fact being

that C02 is used by green plants as a source of raw materials

for the building up of foods, such as starch and oil. This gas

is excreted by all plants, it being a product of respiration,

but, though free oxygen is necessary for many plants, saprophytio

fungi get along either without oxygen, or with relatively small

amounts. The fact that they grow rigorously far within the wood

shows that they do so at a low oxygen tension, there must be

a correspondingly high C02 tension due to its excretion by the

fungi, so that it is not a matter of surprise to find that wood

rots quickly as already pointed out, in a closed section with

4-5;* CC>2, This amount would have probably no deleterious effect

on the yitality of fungi.

This aspect of the question is, the writer believes,





not of much importance practically, but it permits us to point

out that the rotting of wQpd. if due to merely chemical causes;,

would proceed in the presence of white damq (COg) as readily as

in the presence of fire damp(CH^) supposing it to be dependent

on, say, slow oxidation.

fOHMQT

The general conditions in mints as to humidity, and

tenrperature are suoh as to foster the growth of fungi. -Extreme

wetness (i.e. saturated wood) and extreme dryneas (as en the

weather side of timber exposed to a moving column of air) prevent

the growth of fungi. The moisture of the timbers is however

usually derived by contact with the wall and roof, and is

generally sufficient to allow the growth of fungi within the

tissues, When the air is still, a local climate which may well

be described as a moist summer climate, prevails, and where such

conditions prevail fungi become much in evidence as pendent and

web-like floooulent growths. The readiness with which these wilt

and wither when exposed to moving air, even of the same humidity,

show them to be a resultant of growth and evaporation from their

surfaces. The cooler temperatures especially, and the lower

humidity to a lesser degree, in the intake, must offer conditions
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lesa favorable to fungus growth than those further on the

course of the air column, return air passages being notably

more infested by fungi. Observation shows further that the

rotting of the wood even when the fungi are not in ocular

evidence, is always associated with fungi* the failure of wood

to rot where conditions inimical to life (poisonous chemicals,

gases) obtain being due to this fact. These statements accord

with the wide recognition of the fact as true, that rot, "dry*

rot" or decay, of timber in the forst, under conditions of

storage, and of use (in buildings, railway ties, etc.) is the

result of fungus activity. This is the only fundamental

rationale of any method of preservation, which may now be

briefly considered.

GXgSKAX* SUMMARY

It has been our purpose in the preceding paper to

show that the rotting or deoay of timbers in coal-mines is

caused by living organisms, more specifically by fungi, of which

several species have been recognized as present in Hova Scotia

mines by their fruit-bodies. At least three kinds can be iden-

tified, and others are known, but not completely,
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The fungi begin their work in the format. Timber out

for props and booms it frequently infected, and more or less

decayed. The methods of handling the timber in rogue foster

the fungi still further. Allowing the bark to remain, and the

stacking of largs numbers of timbers in this condition, open to

the weather and the attacks of boring insects, furnish the moat

favorable conditions for the growth and spread of fungi. In this

connection the peeling the timbers, which has been found in

practice to be of value, is recommended. If timber is to be

treated, peeling is necessary in any event. The question of

grading timbers according to their freedom from decay is raised

as out needing consideration* The time elapsing between stacking

of timbers and using thea is a further factor working against

the interests of mine operators siaoe the process of decay started

in the forest, continues and spreads in the stack. There is no

cessation, furthermore, when the timbers are placed in the mine,

except in those relatively infrequent conditions which are inim-

ical to the growth of fungi - extreme wetness, and the presence

of poisonous materials, and more rarely, extreme dryness. Oa

the other hand, the prevailing conditions in coalmines favor the

luxuriant growth of fungi whose presence is f*r wore distributed

than is apparent to the casual observer. Much breakage, usually





attributed merely to overload, is really due to weakening by

fungi.

The only adequate method of preventing the loss of

mine timbers through decay is by the treatment of the timber in

such a manner as to prevent fungi from attacking the wood. It

is known that this is to be accomplished chiefly by the intro-

duction into the wood of substances poisonous to fungi, or such

as to prevent them from attacking the wood in the first instance,





Fig.X Photograph of a mine interior showing growths
of fxmgua spreading OTr timber0.

Jfeifihroons in various stftgos of drelopBnt
growing from the underground

(Drawing diagrwHBatic)
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Pig. 6. Fruit-bodies of two kinds of wood- destroying
fungi found in !ine Ho. 2. Glace Bay (Dominion
Coal Co. Ltd.)

Polyporoua balsameus
Trametes serialis

(Identified by Prof. J. H. Faull)
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. Drawing of a small portion of a longitudinal tangential
section of pin wood, showing the penetration through the
cell walla of the fungal threads. In this case these
haye gained access to the interior of the wood through
the medullary rays. (Compare figure 8)

10. Section of pine wood allowing fungus threads
growing along the davit iss of the fillers and
penetrating through the bordered pits froza one
Tsood fiber to its neighbor, and f ron the
medullary ray/ cells to the fibers. (Bi>otograph)
Compare with figure 7.
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Pig. 11 Fibers of oak wood separated by
chromic acid, (a) raore or less des-

troyed by fungal threads; (b) un-
affected.
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12 Transverse eat ion of blaok spruce
wood. The cellulose Is entirely
destroyed, leaving a friable frame-
work.
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